
ON THE COMPLETENESS OF A 
UNIFORM SP ACE 

By C. J. Mozzochi 

GENERALlZED 

In this paper the concept of completeness is defined for a symmetric gener
alized uniform space (introduced by the author in [4]). A number of theorems 
are proved to indicate that the definition is a proper one. 

This paper is based on part VII of the author’s thesis. Symmetric generalized 
μn(form and þroxz"mity sþaces, submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of Arts and 

Sciences of the University of Connecticut. The author wishes to acknowledge 

his indebtedness to Professor E. S. W olk, under whose direction the thesis 

was written. 

ln this paper every space will be a symmetric generalized uniform space 
unless otherwise indicated. 

DEFINITION 1. (X. ;?/) is totally boμnded iff for every V in Z! there exists 

X1• …, Xn in X such that X=V(x1) U…U V(xn). 

DEFINITION 2. A filter .!T in X is weakly Caμchy iff for every U in Z! there 

exists X in X such that U [x] F .!T. 

DEFINITION 3. (X. Z!) is comþlete iff every weakly Cauchy filter in X has 
a cluster point in X. 

DEFINITION 4. (X. Z!) is J-comþlete iff whenever (X. Z!) is uniformly 
isomorphic to a dense subspace (Xl' Z!l) of (X2' Z(2)' X 1=X2• 

DEFINITION 5. A correct uniform space (c. f. [1]) is a separated. symmetric 

generalized uniform space that has the additional property that for any U in 
Z! there exists a V in Z! such that V 0 V c U. 

THEOREM 1. If (X. Z!) z's a symmetrz'c uniform sþace. then a filter ‘:r z'n 
X z's Caμchy iff it z's weakly Cauchy. 

The proof is straightfoward. 

THEOREM 2. If (X. ‘:T) z's a symmetric. connnected toþological space. the14 
there exz'sts a totally bounded. symmetric generalized umformity z! on X such 

that ‘:T (Z!)= ‘:T. and eν'ery fz'lter in X is weakly Cauchy. 
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PROOF. Let g be a symmetric generalized proximity on X such that ‘7 ι% 

=‘y ‘ Let U A. B=(XxX)-((AXB) U (BXA)). Let 댔 ={U A. BI (A, B)f g}. By 

the lemma on page 5 in [4] $lJ is a base for a symmetric generalized uniformity 

;11 on X such that 21 E fI ι9). It is easy to show that 21 is totally bounded. 

We note that U7f, 경 도 U A, B for all A, B such that (A, B) f ‘9. But since Y 

is connected, there exists X 0 E X - (강 U ß). Consequently, for every U in 21 

there exists x in X such that U [x] =X; hence every filter in X is weakly 
Cauchy. 

THEOREM 3. 1f (X, 21) z's totally bounded then eν'ery ultrafz1ter z'n X is a 
μleakly Cauchy filter. 

PROOF. Fix V in 21. There exists x1' …, xn in X such that X is equal to 

V(x1) U … U V(xn). But since X E Y , it is easily shown (c. f. last line on 

page 221 of [끽 ) tha t for some m 서되%드n) V(Xm)E Y; hence ‘갖 is weakly 

Cauchy. 

THEOREM 4. (X, 21) is compact iff it is complete and totally bounded. 

PROOF. If (X, 21) is compact, then it is an immediate consequence of theorem 
4 in [4] that (X, 21) is totally bounded. Let Y be any weakly Cauchy filter 

in X. Sincce (X, 21) is compact, ‘Jf has a cluster point; hence (X, 21). is 

complete. Conversely, let Y be an ultrafilter in X. Since (X, 21) is totally 

bounded, Y is weakly Cauchy; and since (X, 21) is complete Y has a 

cluster point. But an ultrafilter converges to each of its cluster points; 

consequently, (X, ~) is compact. 

COROLLARY 1. Let (X, ~) be a. correct μniform space. Then (X, 21) z's 

compact iff it z's totally bounded and eνery infrafilter in X z's a neighborhood 

f z"lter. 

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of theorem 1, theorem 4 and the 

fact (proved in [1]) that (X, ~) is complete iff every infrafiltet in X is a 

neighborhood filter. 

THEOREM 5. (X, 21) is totally boμnded zjf every filter 쩌 X is contained z'n 

a μleakly Cauchy filter. 

PROOF. Let ‘!T be a filter. Y is contained in some ultrafilter Y 1 which by 
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THEOREM 6. If (X. ~) Z"S complete. then every closed and totally bounded 
subspace z.s compact. 

PROOF. By theorem 4 it is sufficient to show that every closed subspace of 
a complete space is complete. The proof of that fact is straightfoward. 

THEOREM 7. If (X. ~) is a totally bounded. dense sμbspace of (X1• ~1)' 

and if eνery element of every weakly Caμchy filter in X 1 has a ηon-void z.nterior 

(relative to .!T (~1))' and zf every weakly Cauchy fzïter (rela tz"ve to~) in X 

has a cluster point z.n X 1• then (Xl' ~1) is complete. 

PROOF. Let .!T be weakly Cauchy in X 1 such that for every F in ‘9' FO:;i; rþ. 

Since X is dense in X 1• F n X :;i; rþ for every F in .5f'. Let 51= {F n X I F in 

.!T}. Clearly. 51 is a base for a filter .!T in X which by theorem 5 is 

contained in a weakly Cauchy filter ..9그 in X. But there exists an Xo in X 

such that Xo is a cluster point of .!T l' Fix U in ~. Let F f .!T. Then U [xo1 

n (F n X) :;i; rþ; so that U [xo1 n F :;i; rþ. Hence Xo is a cluster point of ‘종. 

THEOREM 8. If (X. ~) z.s separated. and z.s Il-complete. then every μleakly 

Cauchy filter in X is a neighborhood fz1ter. 

PROOF. Suppose there exists at least one weakly Cauchy filter in X which 

is not a neighborhood filter. Let X 2 be the family ofall weakly Cauchy 

filters in X. Let X 1 be the family of all neighborhood filters in X. To 

construct the uniformity on X 2 in the proper way we assign to each filter P 

in the set X 2 a point xþ in X in the following way: 장=x1 if ‘f' (x1)=P. and 

x
þ 

is any point in X if ιγ(x) -，r. P for every x in X. For every U in ~ let U 

be equal to {(P1' P2) I (장" xþ) f U}. Let ~ ß=fU IU z.n ~}. It is easily shown 

that Wβ is a base for a symmetric generalized uniformity ~2 on X 2 such that 

if ~1 is the relativization of ~2 to X 1• then (X. ~) is uniformly isomorphic 

to (X l' ~1) and X 1 is dense in X 2 (c.f. [31 page 297). 

THEOREM 9. Sμ:ppose (X. W) is separated. If (X2• W 2) (as constrμcted in 

the proof of theorem 8) z.s complete. then (X. ~) is comPlete. 

PROOF. Let .!T be weakly Cauchy in X. Let .!T* be the natural image of 
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.!T in X 1• ‘.r* is a base for a filter ‘윷1* in X 2• Clearly, .:Tt is weakly 

Cauchy with respect to ~2' Thus ‘옷1* has a cluster point Pl in X 2• Clearly, 

P1 is a cluster point for .5'*. Let F E .!T, and let F* be the natural image 

of F in X 1• Fix σ in ~β. There exists .f’(X1) E σ [P1] n F*; so that X1 

ε U [Xþ ,] n F; consequently, Xþ, is a cluster point of ‘중 and (X, ~) is complete. 

THEOREM 10. A correct sþace is comþlete zff z't is iJ-comþlete. 

The proof is straightfoward. 

The following theorem is a generalization of the theorem of Niemytzki and 
Tychonoff (c. f. [6]) namely that a metric space is compact iff it is complete 

in every metric. Another generalization of this theorem is obtained in [8]. 

THEOREM 11. A syηzmetrz.c toþologz.cal sþace (X, Y) z.s comþact zff z"t is 
comþlete μ，z'th resþect to eνery comþaHble symmetric generalized μnzformity on X. 

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the lemma on page 5 in [쩌 

and theorem 4 above. 

REMARK: Note that in this paper the definition of completeness for a 

symmetric generalized uniform space is the same as that for a quasi-uniform 
space (as defined in [되 ) and is equivalent to that for a correct space (as 
defined in [1]). Theorem 4 is proved in [5] in essentially the same way that 

it is proved here. AIso, for a discussion of the history of the weakly Cauchy 
fiIter concept see [8]. 
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